AMP PRO CRIMPER II HAND TOOL

The PRO-CRIMPER II Hand Tool provides the versatility of general-purpose service of general-purpose service tools along with the reliability and ease of use of many premium-grade tools. For versatility, over 75 die sets are available separately, interchangeable, including those for open-barrel contacts and terminals. Additionally, many of these die sets have multiple cavities for crimping a variety of contact or terminal sizes. For reliability, the tool is constructed of durable high carbon steel with extra-length pivot pins. And, for user convenience, the PRO-CRIMPER II Hand Tool particularly excels. Ratchet control is provided for complete crimp cycling; this helps eliminate partial crimps. Also, an emergency ratchet release allows the user to open the tool jaws at any time during the crimp cycle. To reduce handle force, the linkage was designed to match the forces required to crimp our largest insulated terminal. The result is dramatically less hand force than comparable tools. Also, the angled had and specially designed handles provided comfortable operation. Locator are mounted on pin-and-socket style tools They help properly locate the contact in the die set, provide a wire stop, and help minimize contact rotation and bending during crimping.

**PROCRIMPER II 58433-3**
- P/N 12-01379.............. $184.80
- O-CRIMP DIE 58435-1........ $132.00
- HEX CRIMP DIE 58436-1.... $147.75
- PIN & SOCKET 58495-2...... $207.95

**SMALL KIT** - The small kit contains the capsules to install -4, -6, -8 hose into their respective sockets. To accommodate all the different manufacturer’s fittings, spacers and sleeves are required to tighten up some of the sockets within the capsule. For the tool to perform at its best, the socket needs to be a snug fit in the funnel. The two spacers are used in some -6s and -8s. If the socket seems loose in the tool, use a spacer to tighten it up. In the small kit, only the Russell -4 needs a sleeve. Not for use with Teflon-style hose.

**LARGE KIT** - The large kit contains the capsules to install -10, -12, -16 hose into their respective sockets. To accommodate all the different manufacturer’s fittings, spacers and sleeves are required to tighten up some of the sockets within the capsule. For the tool to perform at its best, the socket needs to be a snug fit in the funnel. In the 1016 kit, all the -16s except Russell’s requirement the sleeve and a rear spacer. See the instructions in the case for the proper spacer number. Most of the -10s and -12s will use a spacer. Not for use with Teflon-style hose.

**HOT ROD KIT** - The Hot Rod kit contains the capsules to install -6, -8, -10 hose into their respective sockets. To accommodate all the different manufacturer’s fittings, spacers and sleeves are required to tighten up some of the sockets within the capsule. For the tool to perform at its best, the socket needs to be a snug fit in the funnel. Spacers are used in some -6s, -8s, and most -10s. If the socket seems loose in the tool, use a spacer to tighten it up. See the instructions in the case for the proper spacer number. Not for use with Teflon-style hose.

**THE PRO COMBO** - The Pro Combo is a special offer of BOTH the #468 and #1016 kits listed above. Pros need both kits to handle all the hose sizes in a race car. Ordering this combination will save $15.00. Not for use with Teflon-style hose.

**KOUL SINGLES**
- 6 Koul Single.................. $29.50
- 8 Koul Single.................. $29.50
- 10 Koul Single................ $29.50

**AMP RIGHT ANGLE DUAL CRIMP TOOL**

Amp right angle dual crimp tool. Features:
- RF Connector, Gender Plug, Dual Crimp, Right angle body, Waterproof, Without Solder Terminal, without Military Grade, Teflon material, Without Mechanical Attachment, Panel Mount, Connector Impedance (Ohm) is 50. Coaxial Cable Termination Type is Crimp. Body Plating is Silver. Center Contact Plating is Gold. Coaxial Cable Type (RG/U or Mfg.) is 214, 9, 9A. ELV Compliance is Not ELV/RoHS compliant. Lead Free Solder Processes is not relevant for lead free process.

**PORTA-TEST FUEL INJECTION TEST KIT**

Now you can solve Continental fuel injection problems for both naturally aspirated and turbocharged engines right on your customer’s airplane. With the patented Porta-Test Testing Unit from Approved Aircraft Accessories, Inc., you can accurately and easily comply with the manufacturer’s service bulletins relative to fuel pressures, flow, and turbo components. Porta-Test is the only approved testing unit available for the calibration of fuel injection systems. As a result, you can quickly perform fuel metering maintenance to improve the service life, performance and dependability of engines equipped with Continental fuel injection systems.

Actual flow meter readings provide exact indication of engine fuel consumption as well as pressure. Indications covering unmetered and metered fuel pressure, turbocharger upper deck and lower deck pressures can be easily checked for correct operation. All troubleshooting can be accomplished with the government/industry qualification - No. RoHS/ Processes is not relevant for lead free process.

**EXPRESS PORTABLE AIRCRAFT VACUUM**

The Express Toner/ESD Vacuum provides .3 micron filtration which captures particles that are less than one one-hundredth the thickness of a human hair. This means these vacuums will do a thorough job of cleaning planes of the smallest particulates like mold spores, chemicals, foreign substances or any other microscopic particles that could be hazardous on a plane. Additionally its light weight (about 6 pounds) makes the Express Vacuum easy to move into and around the interior of an airplane. Plus it is the only product in the market of this nature which is ESD safe, this is of great importance given all the delicate electronic equipment which is found on today’s airplanes. Note: Bag is optional and may be purchased separately. Features: 600 Watt Flow Through Motor • 6’ ESD safe hose • Crevice tool and brush • 12’ Fleenneck tool -3 micron toner cartridge filter • Line filter • 12’ power cord • ESD SAFE Toner/ESD Vacuum 110V........ P/N 12-01058.............. $143.95
Toner Toner Filters 2Pk........ P/N 12-01059.............. $26.50
Vacuum Carring Bag........ P/N 12-01454.............. $26.90